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We strive & dedicated to continue development 
to achieve ‘Common Goal’

MTN BUILDING CLEANING SERVICES



INTRODUCTION

VISION

MISSION

SPECIALIZED SERVICES

FACADE CLEANING BY ULTRA HIGH PRESSURE WATER JETTING

WINDOW GLASS CLEANING

MTN is the name of one of the most reputed leader in the facility ser- 
vices. We are delievering excellence our customers to enhance their busi-
ness & maintain the standards by Specialized Community Services such
as Abseiling (High, Difficult or Confined Access) Cleaning & Maintenance
works. 
Our services have a distinct focus on indoor environmental improvement
for residential, industrial and commercial sectors within the United Arab
Emirates.

To be a leading provider of quality services by understanding UAE people
expectations & Standards.

MTN is an approachable service provider. Working together with

our clients we create specialized solutions.

We provide our services with quality equipment and share the knowledge
of our highly trained and experienced team.

The periodic clean of the surface, (whether is
concrete, sandstone, brick/block work or tiles) helps
to extend the lifespan and value of the surface.
For those hard to clean areas on buildings and other
high rise structures, Our qualified team has many
years of experience guaranteeing the technical
know-how necessary to deliver the best pressure-
cleaning finish possible. This also includes knowing
the right cleaning materials to clean the buildings’
glass, concrete, tiles and aluminum cladding.

We take pride in delivering the best External Facade Cleaning Service while
adhering to our clients’ schedules and safety measures.

MTN offers a quality Window Cleaning Service
to our both commercial & Residential clients.
Window Cleaning, Height & Industrial work
throughout the Region - by Rope Access,
Cradle, Scaffolding or Building Maintenance Unit.

OUR TEAM
* Trained * Experienced * Certified
* Insured * Fully Equipped with certified accessories.

PROGRAMMES AVAILABLE

* Internal / External * Daily/Weekly/Fortnightly/Monthly/Bi Monthly/ * 6 Monthly or Annually

OFFERING:

* Reliability *Superior quality service *Friendly and considerate staff * Public Liability insured
* Competitive prices * Experienced staff in all aspects of height related work

We also employ highly experience Rope Access Technicians (Abseilers) for Building Inspection
work, General Maintenance, bird control, Minor Repairs, or High Level Cleaning & Painting.



DEEP CLEANING SERVICES ROPE ACCESS BUILDING MAINTENANCE

BIRD SPIKE & BIRD NETTING INSTALLATION

HIGH-LEVEL GLASS REPLACEMENT

MTN carries out various Glazing works for all types of facade and

architectural glass. Our Glaziers are qualified to install glass at

high-risk buildings. We also carry out glass inspection,

replacement and re-sealant works. With years of experience, Our

Glazing Installation Division has created its own method of

replacing glass using ropeaccess which is one of our core assets

that set us apart from our competition. We ensure to provide

efficient service, speed, dependability, and safety for all our

glazing works.

SIGN INSTALLATION

MTN is committed to deliver the best cleaning 

services in Dubai. We are dealing with residen-

tial cleaning, commercial cleaning, pre-party clean-

ing post-party cleaning, and Post Construction

Cleaning services and so on. We focus on custom-

er satisfaction by taking a pro-active approach in

defining their needs, giving the best services and

building a best customer relationship.

* Flat Deep Cleaning * Office Cleaning

* Villa Deep Cleaning * Carpet Cleaning

* Daily/Weekly/Monthly Cleaners availability

* Air Well Cleaning

* Post Construction Deep Cleaning

* Parking Deep Cleaning

* Canopies & Shade Cleaning

* Garbage Chute Cleaning & Sanitization

* Glass Cleaning

Supply & Installation of stainless steel Bird spike, Bird netting & Bird gel.
Provide service with Warranty. Install on Windows, ledges, warehouse,
roof top, ceiling parking, villa,balcony

MTN experts are specialized in rope access building
maintenance projects wherever repair and maintenance
work is required at height. Using rope access techniques, our
highly trained and experienced teams perform a wide variety
of maintenance tasks. Rope access building maintenance 
offers efficiency in speed and coverage, allowing 
our teams to come into close contact with building surfaces. 
With an array of experience in working at height.

* Bird Spikes Fitting * Facade Maintenance & Inspection
* Full design and installation services * Isolation
* Cutting edge corrosion remedy * Patch repair and coatings renewal * Concrete repair
* Scratch, dent and composite panel repairs * Installation of secondary support systems
* Replacement of panel core insulation * Replacement and reinforcement of Cladding panels
* Emergency removal or repairing of loose cladding elements * Replacement of tiles & Grills

MTN is specialized in high level sign installations. Using rope

access techniques, our highly trained and experienced teams

 perform a wide variety of rope access sign installation services 

including hard board advertising signs, window vinyl installation, 

and the hanging of lags and banners. Rope access sign installation 

offers efficiency in speed and area coverage, allowing our teams

to safely and effectively install signs of any size regardless of

height. With an array of experiencein working at height.



HIGH ACCESS MEP WORKS CONFINED ACCESS SERVICES

MTN is specialized in high level rope access MEP 
works. Using rope access techniques, our highly

trained and experienced teams perform a wide 

variety of rope access Electrical, Mechanical &

Plumbing works i.e. CCTV installation, Light fixing, 

Light changing, Pipe sealing, pipe changing, &

Duct-Chute-Block-age removal , We offers

efficiency in speed and area coverage, allowing

our teams to safely and effectively perform such

technical tasks of any size regardless of height. 

HIGH ACCESS LEAKAGE REPAIR
(PLASTERING) & PAINTING WORK

* Plaster works
* Leakage Repairing
* Restoration and painting
* Painting and waterproofing
* Jet spray
* Sandblasting
* Spray painting and Roller brush
* Full surface preparation

 SERVICES AVAILABLE FOR

Apartment, Buildings, Warehouse, Factories,
Schools, Hospitals, Stadiums, Hotels

OTHERS

We offer national and international onshore and

offshore inspection, maintenance, painting, and

integrity services. Working at height, we access

high-risk and difficult to reach spaces safely,

productively and with a broad range of technical

skills. A professional applicators knows how to

prepare the surface before any paint is applied.

Power washing the surface is the first step in

most cases, and may be followed by scraping loose

paint and possibly sanding. We are experts, and

knowwhat treatment your job requires to insure

that work is done properly.

If you need work done in confined places that are potentially

dangerous, physically restrictive, or can only be reached by

climbing inside, Team MTN to call on. We're not just

UAE's height safety experts. Our highly trained, experienced

— and thoroughly un-claustrophobic — team carry out repairs,

inspections, and maintenance in a wide range of confined

spaces such as:

* Air-conditioning ducts
* Chimneys
* Lift shafts
* Narrow spaces between buildings
* Cavities
* Light wells
* Trash & Linen chutes
* Silos and container

Cleaners Supply, Helpers Supply, 
Event Supply

In the case of managing, we abide by a simple principle: challenges made us special.

At any time, and under any conditions. For this, we use the latest technology and procedures.

Our efforts to establish a Quality service in the industry separate us from others”.


